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Abstract: Intrusion detection in Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is of practical interest in many applications such as
detecting an intruder in a battlefield. The intrusion detection is defined as a mechanism for a WSN to detect the existence of
inappropriate, incorrect, or anomalous moving attackers. For this purpose, it is a fundamental issue to characterize the
WSN parameters such as node density and sensing range in terms of a desirable detection probability. In this paper, we
consider this issue according to two WSN models: homogeneous and heterogeneous WSN with security considerations along
with pair wise key management with dispersive routes.
Keywords: Homogeneous, Heterogeneous Sensor Networks, probabilistic key management, probabilistic authentication,
hybrid network security
I. INTRODUCTION
Detecting and tracking moving objects is a major class of applications in Sensor Networks, such as vehicle detection in
military surveillance [1] and wild animal habitat monitoring [2]. These applications, by their nature, enforce certain detection
quality and lifetime requirements. The first requirement determines how fast a Sensor Network should detect the intrusion of a
moving vehicle, or how often the data about a wild animal should be sampled and collected. The second requirement specifies
the working duration a Sensor Network should sustain. These two requirements, however, are conflicting optimization goals due
to the stringent energy constraints of Sensor nodes.
Full sensing coverage is mandatory for Sensor monitoring applications that require either immediate response to detected
events or information of all points in the sensing field. Full sensing coverage, however, is too expensive to support longduration monitoring applications. More often those applications do not need zero response time or information at all points of
the sensing field. Full sensing coverage provides over-qualified detection quality for these applications at the cost of exhausting
network energy rapidly, which may be willing to sacrifice event detection probability or detection delay to some extent for
increasing the network lifetime. A relaxed sensing coverage—partial coverage, where the sensing field is partially sensed by
active sensors at any time—is a more appropriate approach to balancing object detection quality and battery power
consumption.
A large number of practical sensing and actuating applications require immediate notification of rare but urgent events and
also fast delivery of time sensitive actuation commands. In this paper, we consider the design of efficient wakeup scheduling
schemes for energy constrained Sensor nodes that adhere to the bidirectional end-to-end delay constraints posed by such
applications.
We evaluate several existing scheduling schemes and propose novel scheduling methods that outperform existing ones. We
also present a new family of wakeup methods, called multi-parent schemes, which take a cross-layer approach where multiple
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routes for transfer of messages and wakeup schedules for various nodes are crafted in synergy to increase longevity while
reducing message delivery latencies.
Detection quality requirements are classified into average case detection quality requirements and worst-case detection

quality requirements. The average-case detection quality can be characterized by the probability that a moving object is detected
in a given observation duration, and by the average distance an object travels before detection. In contrast, the worst-case
detection quality can be characterized by the lower limit of time duration to detect moving objects, and by the upper limit of
distances that objects travel before detection..
II. RELATED WORK
The preceding work in the field of key management for ireless Sensor Networks an be broken into two categories: schemes
that have constant access to a KDC or rusted third-party keying mechanism and those that never do. While there has also been a
large body of work on distributed certificate authorities applied to ad hoc networks, these schemes rely on public key
cryptography. Emerging work in elliptic curve cryptography [3], [4] may one day allow such schemes to be deployed; however,
symmetric key-based schemes are currently the most practical option. The wired world of networking is already familiar with a
number of protocols for authentication and session key establishment. The classic protocol for authenticating communications
between two machines was written by Needham and Schroeder [5]. Improvements to this protocol were made in the abundantly
used Kerberos [6]. Fox and Gribble proposed the use of Charon [7], a proxy server designed to offload the memory overhead of
Kerberos for Sensor devices. However, as these protocols require a large number of transmissions in order to establish a single
session key with neighbors, they are therefore not particularly well suited for this environment.
A large number of key distribution schemes have been proposed for networks that are unable to access a KDC after
deployment. The most famous of these predistribution schemes is the work by Eschenauer and Gligor [8]. Given a key pool of
size P, nodes are preloaded with k keys (selected without replacement) such that two randomly picked nodes can communicate
with a given probability (i.e., share at least one key). In order to determine whether or not a key is shared, each node broadcasts
its key identifiers (which are randomly associated with the keys themselves before deployment) in plaintext. Neighbors sharing
a key associated with one of those identifiers then issue a challenge/response to the source. If two nodes do not share keys
directly, they can establish a session key with the help of neighbors with which a key is already shared. While this technique is
well suited for establishing session keys in a stand-Vol 1 Issue 2, December 2012 132 alone network, it does not provide
support for authentication.
Liu et al. [917] have modeled the intrusion detection problem in a Sensor WSN, where each Sensor is capable of moving.
The authors have given the optimal strategy for fast detection and shown that Sensor WSN improves its detection quality due to
the mobility of sensors.
A large number of sensing coverage maintenance protocols, aiming to conserve energy under various conditions, have been
proposed ([10], [11], [12], [13], [14]). Yan et al. [14] presented an energy-efficient random reference point sensing protocol to
achieve a targeted coverage degree. Nodes decide their active periods by exchanging reference points among neighbors. In [12],
Hsin and Liu investigated coverage intensity and extensity of random sleep schedules and coordinated sleep schedules.

Fig 1: object detection and tracking scenario.
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III. PROPOSED APPROACH
Many applications that make use of Sensor Networks require secure communication. Because asymmetric-key solutions are

difficult to implement in such a resource constrained environment, symmetric-key methods coupled with a priori key
distribution schemes have been proposed to achieve the goals of data secrecy and integrity. These approaches typically assume
that all nodes are similar in terms of capabilities and, hence, deploy the same number of keys in all sensors in a network to
provide the aforementioned protections. In this paper, we demonstrate that a probabilistic unbalanced distribution of keys
throughout the network that leverages the existence of a small percentage of more capable Sensor nodes can not only provide an
equal level of security, but also reduce the consequences of node compromise. To fully characterize the effects of the
unbalanced key management system, we design, implement, and measure the performance of a complementary suite of key
establishment protocols known as WIGER. Using their pre-deployed keys, nodes operating in isolation from external networks
can securely and efficiently establish keys with each other.
IV. NETWORK MODEL INTRUSION DETECTION MODEL, QUALITY METRICS, AND APPLICATION
We consider a WSN in a two-dimensional (2D) plane with N sensors, denoted by a set N={n1; n2; . . . ; nN}, where ni is
the ith Sensor. These sensors are uniformly and independently deployed in a square area A=LxL. Such a random deployment
results in a 2D Poisson point distribution of sensors All sensors are static once the WSN has been deployed. we consider two
WSN types:
1.

Homogeneous

2.

Heterogeneous WSNs.

In a homogeneous WSN, each Sensor has the same sensing radius of rs, and the transmission range of rx. A sensor can only
sense the intruder within its sensing coverage area that is a disk with radius rs centered at the Sensor. Denote the node density of
the homogeneous WSN as (lambda). We then focus on a heterogeneous WSN with two types of Sensor.
1.

Type I Sensor that has a larger sensing range rs1, as well as a longer transmission range rx1,

2.

Type II Sensor that has a smaller sensing range rs2, as well as a shorter transmission range rx2.

The densities of Type I and Type II sensors are represented as lambda1 and lambda 2, respectively. WSN, where both Type
I and Type II sensors follow the 2D Poisson point distribution. In a homogeneous or heterogeneous WSN, a point is said to be
covered by a Sensor if it is located in the sensing range of any Sensor(s). The WSN is thus divided into two regions, the covered
region, which is the union of all Sensor coverage disks, and the uncovered region, which is the complement of the covered
region within the area of interest A. In our network model, the intruder does not know the sensing coverage map of the WSN
Fig. 1 shows a typical scenario of the object detection in a Sensor Network. There are a number of sensors deployed on a
sensing field. A small object moves across the field along a randomly selected direction. The sensors perform their sensing tasks
under some sensing schedules. In a sensing schedule, a node periodically wakes up and goes to sleep to conserve energy while
meeting the object detection quality requirement.
»

Sensors are randomly and independently distributed on the sensing field, with a density d.

»

The Sensor Network is homogeneous, i.e., all sensors are identical. We denote the sensing range of a Sensor as R.

»

The size of an moving object can be neglected, considering that it is significantly smaller than the sensing range of an
individual Sensor.

»

The object speed does not change during the detection process. We denote the object speed as v.
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In reality, a moving object may change its moving speed and direction during detection, thus, it may be difficult for the

surveillance center to obtain the precise speed of the object as well. Thus, given the range of object speed v based on past
experiences, we can estimate the range of the corresponding object detection quality. Therefore, our model and analytical results
are still useful for the cases of changing object speed.
In order to evaluate the average-case object detection quality of a Sensor Network, we define two metrics detailed as
follows:
Detection Probability (DP): The detection probability is defined as the probability that an object is detected in a certain
observation duration. Average Stealth Distance (ASD): The average stealth distance is defined as the average distance an object
travels before it is detected for the first time.
For worst-case object detection quality of the network, we have the following two metrics:
Sufficient Phase (SP): The sufficient phase is defined as the smallest time duration in which an object is detected with 100
percent probability starting from any time for any position on the field where the object is initially located.
Worst-case Stealth Distance (WSD): The worst-case stealth distance is defined as the longest possible distance that an
object travels before it is detected for the first time.
Taking energy constraints into account, we further define other two metrics.
Lifetime (LT): The system lifetime is the elapsed working time from system startup to the time when the object detection
quality requirement cannot be met for the first time when live nodes continue sensing with their current periods.
Maximum Working Time (MWT): The maximum working time is the longest possible working time of the system that
satisfies the object detection quality requirement. Contrary to the definition of the lifetime, in which nodes have fixed sensing
periods, in the definition of the maximum working time, when some nodes deplete their power, the remaining nodes can adjust
their sensing periods to sustain the object detection quality.

V. HETEROGENEOUS SENSOR NETWORKS
The previous work on random key pre-deployment in Sensor Networks has assumed either a grid or very large randomgraph arrangement such that all neighbors within the transmission radius of a given node are reachable. Communication
between adjacent nodes is therefore limited only by key matching. This model is not always realistic for a number of reasons.
Primarily, it fails to take into account that signal-blocking barriers including hills, buildings, and walls may exist between
neighboring nodes. More importantly, it fails to consider that better radio technology and resources are available to some
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members of the network. Because the assumptions of topology and topography used in most previous approaches are violated in
realistic settings, we propose a new network model.
Fig. 3 shows a network model with two main differences from that used in previous work. First, the landscape over which a
Sensor Network is placed contains features that may segregate nodes into exclusive neighborhoods. Because nodes are still
distributed through the same methods discussed in previous papers (e.g., dropped from an airplane), there is no way to
determine a node’s neighbors a priori. Due to the random nature of the deployment, the potential for node mobility and addition

of nodes at a later time, assigning keys for specific neighbors is not possible. Second, instead of a homogeneous composition of
nodes the network now consists of a mix of nodes with different capabilities and missions. The sensing or Level 1 (L1) nodes
are assumed to be very limited in terms of memory and processing capability and perform the task of data collection
These nodes are indicated as white circles in Fig. 3. Level 2 (L2) nodes have more memory, processing ability, and
additional radios (e.g., 802.11). These nodes are equipped with additional keys and take on the role of routers and gateways
between networks. In addition to tamper-resistant casings, L2 nodes are assumed to be equipped with a fast encryption/deletion
algorithm to protect their supplementary keys from compromise if they are captured.

VI. L2 NODES OFFER ACCESS EXTERNAL RESOURCES
Unbalanced Key Distribution
The session-key establishment phase attempts to create a secure communication link for pairs of nodes within a wireless
transmission range that lack a shared key from the previous phase. If it is possible to communicate between a pair of nodes by
using a multi-hop path through secure and trusted neighbors, then a key can be generated at the shared neighbor and distributed
to the two endpoints. At the completion of this final phase, all nodes within transmission radius of each other should be able to
communicate directly to whatever reliability the network designers have specified.
This basic scheme was extended by Chan et al. [4] by requiring nodes to share at least q keys with each other. In so doing,
it becomes more difficult for an attacker to compromise communications as q instead of one key must first be captured. While
providing robustness to compromise, the q-composite scheme has not previously been considered for the purpose of node
authentication. Specifically, if a node can prove its possession of multiple keys known to be assigned to it, its identity can be
probabilistically authenticated. Under the balanced scheme, an increase in q requires a significant growth in the number of keys
stored by all L1 nodes. However, the unbalanced approach can reduce the burden of the q-composite scheme on L1 nodes while
retaining its security advantages. The probability that two nodes containing key rings of differing sizes share exactly i keys is
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Equation 1: The probability that two nodes share at least q keys with each other is therefore

Equation 2

Protocol Specification:
The specifications for our protocols are now described in detail. For simplicity, the protocol for a network in an
infrastructure less environment will be referred to as LION. The scheme relying upon the presence of the KDC will be referred
to as TIGER. WIGER covers the integration of these two components.
The highlights of the protocol operation follow: All nodes are loaded with a random set of keys drawn from a common pool
before being deployed. In addition, the mapping of keys to nodes is stored in a KDC. If the network is operating in stand-alone
mode, i.e., with no KDC, we define a protocol to instantiate probabilistic keying. If the network has access to a KDC, we
leverage the knowledge of the pre-deployed keys to perform probabilistic authentication with a high degree of confidence. In
addition, session keys are established with the enforcement of least privilege. Nodes gather information in this mode of
operation so that they may continue to perform some level of probabilistic authentication if the KDC becomes unavailable for
periods of time. The mode of operation may change between stand-alone and KDC-mode.
The portrait of Sensor Networks painted by most of the current literature is one of extremes. Systems those exist either in
total separation from infrastructure and intervention or with constant access to such resources. Networks designed to operate in
isolation therefore never consider harnessing new resources as they become available. Likewise, systems designed with reliance
upon available infrastructure flounder in its absence. In reality, large-scale Sensor Networks will have to optimally perform their
missions in both of the above settings. If, for example, there is a method of transmitting data from a sink node to some external
destination, then the ability of a Sensor node to communicate with a KDC is entirely realistic. Indeed, if data cannot be drawn
out of a Sensor Network and delivered to some distant location, the usefulness of the network is extremely limited.
Simply placing only LION, TIGER, or any other single-mode scheme in a Sensor node therefore fails to fully utilize the
potential of these networks. The combination of slightly modified versions of these two schemes results in WIGER—a more
robust method of key management for heterogeneous Sensor Networks. The combination enables different levels of
probabilistic authentication without increasing memory requirements of the L1 Sensor nodes
VII. NOTATION
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LION: Standalone Key Management
After deployment under the LION protocol, an L1 node learns its neighbors through the exchange of Hello messages2 and

then attempts to establish keys with them. To accomplish this, the node broadcasts its entire key identifiers. Because the keys
themselves are not transmitted and similar information could be gathered from a traffic analysis attack [9], this method does not
compromise the integrity of the node itself. If a neighboring node overhears this transmission and determines that it shares one
of the keys associated with the broadcast, it responds to the source with a challenge/response. Other methods of determining the
keys of neighbors include the use of hash functions, encrypted broadcasts, and the use of polynomials. Messages 1 and 2 in Fig.
4 show the message flow for the case in which a node, A, has a key match, KAi , with an L2 node. The messages exchanged
between the two exhibits the following format.

L1 nodes amass a list of neighbors with which they do and do not share keys. When the shared-key discovery phase ends, a
node attempts to use the neighbors with which keys are already shared to assist it in establishing secure connections with all
neighbors. In the Limited Trust model discussed here, this “Request for Assistance” (which contains the entire node IDs with
which a secure relationship has not been established) is sent directly to an L2 node. The L2 node, having already established a
link with the targeted L1, transmits a message to the requester and targeted node containing a session key encrypted in each of
the keys shared with the L2 node. Each L1 node then receives the L2 broadcast, decrypts the session key, and begins the secure
transmission of data. The messages for the indirect phase are:

Messages 3 and 4 in Fig. 4 show the indirect phase of the protocol with the “Request for Assistance” message transmitted
to the neighboring L2 node following the Limited Trust model. This message would be broadcast to all neighbors if a less
stringent trust model was in effect.
If a node assists in establishing a session key during the indirect phase of the protocol, it deletes this key as soon as end-toend communication is established. The two endpoints of communication also re-key immediately. If a node is compromised at a
later time, it will not contain any valid session keys other than its own.
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TIGER: KDC-Based Key Management
In locations such as “smart buildings” or factories where Sensor Networks may be used to gather data corresponding to

changing environmental, structural, and inventory related conditions, access to a KDC is an entirely realistic assumption. We
have designed TIGER for this scenario.
TIGER takes advantage of a KDC with a protocol enforcing least privilege over key establishments while retaining the
ability to operate should the connection to infrastructure cease to exist. We discuss the case in which nodes are activated and a
link to the KDC is available through an L2 node. If conditions prevent a connection being established, as is the case in the
military deployment example, the network defaults to the LION protocol until a KDC link becomes available.
The messages for this protocol flow as shown in Fig. 5 and appear as follows
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The messages to implement protocol in other way follow the flow shown in Fig. 6 and use the format below: 6 and use the

format below:

Switching Modes of Operation
The advantage of WIGER is that it allows a Sensor Network to operate in a secure and efficient manner regardless of the
available resources. There are, however, a number of tradeoffs experienced by a system operating in either mode. A comparison
of these issues is made below so as to further clarify the effectiveness of the mechanisms provided by both LION and TIGER.
Specifically, we examine the effects of transitioning between modes and discuss how security is affected.
TIGER to LION: An example system likely to initialize using TIGER and transition into the LION protocol is a Sensor
Network that is deployed in support of a planned operation. In this case, session keys may be initialized in a controlled
environment with access to a KDC. As the operation progresses, it is possible that access to the KDC is lost. In the ideal setting,
a Sensor Network is allowed to initialize in the presence of KDC. Every node in the network is able to authenticate each of its
neighbours to the full extent supported by this system. Because the KDC knows all of the keys stored in both the L1 and L2
nodes, it can send the key identifiers common to an L1/L2 pair to an L2 node in message 4 of the TIGER protocol flow. If the
system later transitions in to the LION protocol, either by design or out of necessity, the stored, authenticated key identifiers now
in the L2 node can be used for performing authentication of L1 nodes when refreshing expired keys or helping to establish an
authenticated connection between two L1s without the presence of a KDC.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have leveraged the emerging trend of heterogeneity in Sensor Networks to provide new, more efficient
mechanisms for secure communications. We began by introducing the probabilistic unbalanced key distribution. In this scheme,
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nodes with more intrinsic resources are responsible for a greater proportion of the communications and memory overhead
associated with security. Whether in the presence or absence of a backhaul link, nodes running the WIGER suite are able to take
advantage of all available security resources in potentially dynamic environments.
This paper also analyzes the intrusion detection problem in both homogeneous and heterogeneous WSNs by characterizing
intrusion detection probability with respect to the intrusion distance and the network parameters (i.e., node density, sensing
range, and transmission range).
Two detection models are considered: single-sensing detection and multiple-sensing detection models. The analytical
model for intrusion detection allows us to analytically formulate intrusion detection probability within a certain intrusion
distance under various application scenarios. Moreover, we consider the network connectivity and the broadcast reach ability in
a heterogeneous WSN. Our simulation results verify the correctness of the proposed analytical model. This work provides
insights in designing homogeneous and heterogeneous WSNs and helps in selecting critical network parameters so as to meet
the application requirements.
Balancing object detection quality and network lifetime is a challenging task in Sensor Networks. Under partial coverage,
we develop an analytical model for object detection applications, and mathematically study average-case object detection
quality of the random and synchronized sensing scheduling protocols with respect to various network conditions. Aiming to
achieve bounded worst-case object detection quality, we propose and analyze three wave sensing scheduling protocols, and
formally prove the bounds on worst-case object detection quality of these protocols. Our proposed protocols and their analyses
characterize the interactions among network parameters, average-case and worst-case object detection quality, and energy

consumption of the protocols.
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